Pier Pressure IOM Regatta (Coastal Cup Series #6 at Port Alberni, BC)
Barry Fox Reporting

What a day! For the last few years we have been trying to get a regatta at Port Alberni because, “the wind always blows
there”. Last year was our first trek to Harbour Quay, and of course it didn’t. Although we stayed all day long, we barely got
in 7 races and even those were mostly one lap of what was a pretty short course. It has to get better, right?
This year we started off with light winds and a lot of drifting. Better than last year but not a lot better. 6 races in we took
our lunch break, and hoped for the afternoon to be better.
Well it was!! The wind just kept building and before long we switched to #2 rigs. When most of the fleet had switched there
were 3 hold-overs that stayed on #1 rigs, but by the time the clock started it was glorious #2 conditions to complete the
day. From the links, you will see some good photos and video of the venue with whitecaps and waves. As the afternoon
wore on we had our own set of carnage as boats started to take on water and otherwise be pushed harder than they are
used to. But what fun!!! You can easily see that Graham Herbert stole (actually dominated) the day with his non-wins
being his only drops. Graham was excellent in all conditions. There were some good scraps for position quite a way down
through the fleet.
Thanks to Stan Schofield for fronting this for us and to Lawrie Neish and Art Prufer for handling the scoring and race
operations. Lots of others chipped in to help get setup and taken down. We need to go back!!
Art Prufer’s photos http://www.ibextrax.com/RC2017/0819PA/
and Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls8BW9Z3lvA and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OM9ZTd_Yj90

